
FOREST STEEL  

CRANE HOOD

Designed for attachment and use

in forest cranes



PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Product name: Forest Steel Crane Hood

Product name in original language: Forest Steeli tõstuki kaitsevari

Product manufacturer: Forest Steel OÜ

Custom code: 84314980

Product type: CH25, CH25W 



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Introducing the New Crane Operator Protection for Maximum Safety!

The crane operator usually sits outdoors without any weather protection. Forest Steel Crane

Hood is made of unique weatherproof material, which protects its user from all weather

conditions – no matter if it’s sunny or windy, raining or snowing.

The use of a wind, snow and rain cover can be used only when there is a need for such and

thus it is not necessary in good weather. This enhances user comfort, visibility and

accessibility for the crane operator.



Project
overview

Presentations are

communication tools that can

be used as demonstrations,

lectures, speeches, reports,

and more.

Forest Steel Crane Hood is installed on a forest machine crane’s high seat to ensure the crane

operator’s protection.  Thanks to the high-strength aluminium profile and back piece, the hood

weighs only 25 kg - making it the lightest on the market.

Compared to a classic crane cabin, it is much more affordable saving you a great amount of

money and time. The hood is suitable for all leading forest machine cranes, such as Loglift,

Kesla, Jonsered, Cranab, Epsilon etc. 
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Presentations are

communication tools that can

be used as demonstrations,

lectures, speeches, reports,

and more.
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THE PRODUCT CONTAINS  

Aluminum profile 

Aluminium back piece 

PVC fabric 

Iron FE-52 frame 

Iron FE-52 attachments 

Plexiglass (for CH25W model)

Fastening straps

Bolts, nuts, springs, washers



APPLICATION / USE

Forest Steel Crane Hood is designed for attachment and use in a forest crane’s high seat to protect

its user from all weather conditions – sun, wind, rain or snow.

TECHNICAL DATA

Height: 135cm

Length: 120cm

Weight: 25kg

Model: CH25 without windows; CH25W with two windows

Material: iron, aluminium and weatherproof material

Color: blue



PACKAGING

One small pallet, with the following dimensions 60x80x135cm.

DELIVERY

Delivery time: in stock or custom-made order 2-3 weeks.

Delivery terms: EXW Tallinn

Place for shipment: Järveküla, 75304 Harju County



STEP 2

NOTES

If you wish to come see the product before making the purchase you are welcome in our

warehouse.

 

Please make an appointment in advance.

STP 1



Contact us

OFFICE ADDRESS

Lootsi 8, Tallinn, Estonia, 10151

EMAIL ADDRESS

info@foreststeel.ee

Homepage www.foreststeel.ee

PHONE NUMBER

+372 5022118 (Helina) Estonian, Russian,

Finnish speaking

+372 5096996 (Liisa) English speaking


